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The motivation of this paper is the study of the existence of multiple 
solutions for the problem 
xn +f(x) x’ + a sin x = e(t) 
x(0) - x(27r) = x’(0) - x’(2z) = 0. 
(0.1) 
If f(x) = c > 0 and e is a constant t?, then integrating (0.1) over (0.272) 
after multiplication of both members of the equation by x’ shows that the 
only possible solutions are constant, and hence satisfy 
a sin x = C. 
Consequently, if we exclude the trivial translation by a multiple of 275 (0.1) 
will have no solution if ]dJ > a, one solution if lP] = a and two solutions if 
lc!l < a. In 0th er t erms, the intersection of the range of the operator d2/dt2 + 
c(d/dt) f u sin(.) acting on Zn-periodic functions of class g* with the 
subspace of constant functions in the space C([O, 2711) of real continuous 
functions on [0,27r] is the closed interval [--a, a], whose interior points are 
images of two distinct solutions and boundary points of one. We try to 
obtain similar results for the case where e is no more constant and f is much 
more general. 
In Section 1, using upper and lower solutions techniques, we obtain results 








e(t) dt, .5(t) dt = 0. 
0 
then, for each I?, the set 9(eT of C E R for which (0.1) is solvable is a non- 
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empty closed interval contained in [-a, a]. This extends previous results of 
Konecny [lo], Castro [5] and Dancer [6]. In Section 2, we prove results 
implying that if If(x)] > c > 0 for all x E R, then, for each Z and each 
and for each e = E + e” with 8 in this interval, the existence of at least two 
solutions is ensured. The proof depends on a degree argument. In Section 3, 
we refine and generalize an earlier result of Knobloch [9] and deduce the 
existence of at least two solutions when 
and of one solution if equality holds. This implies that for ]c], < a, T(q 3 
[]e”], - a, a - lZ]oo]. Degree theory is still the basic ingredient of this section. 
In Section 4 we concentrate on the conservative case (f 0) and reline the 
results of [ 181 and [6] by showing through a mountain pass lemma 
argument the existence of at least two solutions for every e with mean value 
zero. Thus, in this case, 0 E ZZ(eT for every &? and it is shown in Section 5 
that the set of e” for which 55?(E) is a neighbourhood of 0 in R is open and 
dense in the subspace c( [0,27r]) f 1 o e ements of C([O, 27~1) having mean 
value zero. Besides the uniform norm 1. Ice, we shall use the notation 
I xlp = (y I x(t)(P dt) ‘lP 
0 
for the LP-norm and (xIc2 for the C2-norm. 
Let us mention that a short description of the role of the forced pendulum 
equation in the development of nonlinear analysis, and the corresponding 
references, can be found in [ 151, where special cases of some of the results 
given here can also be found. 
1. UPPER AND LOWER SOLUTIONS AND THE RANGE OF 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE PENDULUM-LII?NARD TYPE 
Let F : [0,27c] x R X R + IF? and e : [0,2x] -+ R be continuous. A lower 
(resp. upper) solution on [0, 2x] of the differential equation 
x”(t) = F(t, x(t), x’(t)) + e(t) (1.1) 
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is a real C2-function a (resp. /3) on [O, 2711 such that 
a”(t) > F(t, a(t), a’(t)) + e(f) 
(rev. P”(l) < F(C P(O, P’(O) + e(t)> 
for all t E [0, 2x1 (see, e.g., [S]). 
The following lemmas will be useful. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that there exists some T > 0 such that 
F(t, x, Y) = F(t, x + T, y) (1.2) 
for all (t, x, y) E [0,27c] x R x R. Then, if (1.1) has a lower soZution a,, and 
an upper solution &,, it also has a lower solution a and an upper solution j3 
such that a(t) < /3(t)for all t E [0, 2711. 
Proof: Take a = a,, and p=& + kT with k E IV * such that k > 
T-’ max te10,2nl boW - &Wl~ 
Assume that F satisfies condition (1.2). We shall say that (1.1) satisfies a 
Nagumo condition with respect to the boundary conditions 
x(0) - x(27c) = x’(0) - x’(27c) = 0 (1.3) 
if there exists C > 0 such that every solution of (l.l)-( 1.3) satisfies the 
inequality 
lx’/, < c. 
We refer to [8] and [ 141 for specific Nagumo conditions of more or less 
general nature, an important case being 
I m x5 Y> + eWl G 74 Y I> 





LEMMA 2. Let e, < e, be real numbers, e’E c”( [0, 27~1) and let F satisfy 
(1.2) and be such that F + P + .C satisfies a Nagumo condition with respect to 
the boundary conditions (1.3) for each e, < e < 6,. If the problems 
x” = F(t, x, x’) + ei + C(t) 
(1.4) 
x(0) - x(2n) = x’(0) - x’(271) = 0 (i= 1, 2) 
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have solutions then, for each d with 
the problem 
x” = F(t, x, x’) + e + g(t) 
x(0) -x(271) =x’(O) - x’(27-l) = 0 
(1.6) 
has a solution. 
ProoJ Let C, < C < 6,; if ri is a solution of (1.4) (i = 1, 2), then, by (1.5), 
5, (resp. <,) is an upper (resp. lower) solution of (1.6) satisfying the periodic 
boundary conditions. By Lemma 1, there will exist a lower solution 01 and an 
upper solution p of (1.6) with a(t) G,!?(t) and satisfying the boundary 
conditions (1.3). On the other hand, (1.6) clearly satisfies a Nagumo 
condition with respect to the boundary conditions (1.3) and a and p in the 
sense of [S] so that the existence of a solution x of (1.6) such that 
a(t) < x(t) <P(t) 
for all t E [0, 27-c] follows from classical results (see, e.g., IS]). 
We now consider the problem 
x” +f(x) x’ + g(t, x) = e(t) 
x(0) - x(2n) = x’(0) - x’(2n) = 0, 
(1.7) 
where f : R --f R, g : [0,2n] x R --f R and e : (0,2n] + iFi are continuous and 
where, for some T > 0, one has 
f(x + T> =.0x) 
s(t, x + T) = g(t, x) 
for all t E (0,2n] and x E I?. Notice that if we define F by 
W> x, Y) = -f(x) Y - g(t, xl, 
then F satisfies (1.2) as well as a Nagumo condition with respect to the 
boundary conditions (1.3). Consequently, for each CE c([O, 2x]), the set 
.#(q = {d E R : the problem (1.7) with e = C + e’has at least a solution} 
is a (possible empty) interval of R. We shall now obtain more information 
about R(F). 
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LEMMA 3. For each 2 E R and I? E c( [ 0,27c]), the problem 
f” +./-(I? + 2) 2’ + g(t, X + 2) - &,*= g(s,(X + f(s)) ds = C(t), 
0 
(1.8) 
x’(0) - 42n) = x”‘(0) = x1(271) = 0 
has at least one solution in c([O, 27~1). 
ProoJ Define 
H: c”([O, 27r])+ C’([O, 27r])n c”((O,27r]) = P([O, 27r]) 
by 
(HZ)(t) =J;i(s) ds - +-~02z~;Z(s) ds dt. 
Notice that 
Define N,- : c?([O, 27r]) + c”([O, 27r]) by 
(N,iT)(t) = f?(t) -j-(2 + X”(t)) J?(t) - g(t, x + P(t)> 
+ $ i,;n g(s, X + 2(s)) ds. 
Then (1.8) is equivalent to the fixed point problem 
x’= H2N,(.?) 
in c’([O, 27r]), and H’N, is completely continuous in c’([O, 2711). Thus, by 
Leray-Schauder’s theory [ 111 ( see also [ 131). (1.8) will have a solution if 
the set of possible solutions of 
is a priori bounded independently of A. So let A? satisfy (1.9) for some 
1 E [0, 11. Then IE c*([O, 27~1) verities the conditions (1.3) and the 
equation 
3’ + ;1f(Z + 9 2’ + lg(t, 3 + x7 - & /;n g(s, X + f(s)) ds = AZ(t). (1.10) 
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Integrating (1.10) over [0, 27~1 after multiplication by .?, we get, after 
integration by parts and the use of (1.3), 
I’ 
2n 
x”‘(t) dt = A :‘ [ g(s, X + z?(s)) - E(s)] Z(s) ds. 
0 I 
Hence, by well-known inequalities (see, e.g., [ 17, p. 2081) we get 
and 





Then integrating ]+?“I taken from (1.10) and using (1.11) and (1.12) we 
obtain 
where C depends only on E, r and max,,,,,,, If(x)]. As x”’ necessarily 
vanishes at one point, this gives 
and the possible solutions of (1.9) are a priori bounded in c’([O, 2151). 
LEMMA 4. For each t?E c”([O, 2]), one has 
.9(E) = 
i 
&i’” g(t, X + Zdt)) dt : ZT satisfies (1.8) and X E R # 0. 
0 
(1.13) 
Proof: That the second set is non-empty follows from Lemma 3. If 
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ZE .GY(e?, then (1.7) with e = & + e’ has at least one solution x and we can 
write x = 2 + x’ with ZE c([O, 27r]), Now (1.7) is equivalent to 





g(s, 2 + Z(s)) ds = P 
so that t? belongs to the set in the right-hand side of (1.13). Conversely, let P 





g(t, X + Z&)) dt. 
Letting x =X + ZY, we have a solution of (1.7) with e = P + 5, so that 
@E S?(eT and the proof is complete. 
We can now summarize and complete the above lemmas in the following 
THEOREM 1. For each ZE c”([O, 2x]), S?(.?) is a non-empty closed subin- 
terval [d(q, D(F)] of [r-, r,] where 
max g(t, x) dt, 
XE[O,TI 
and, moreover 
d(a = mjn IE~~~ZI (x” +f(x> X’ + g(t, x) - g(t)) 
W = max tG*~n, (x” +f(x) x’ + g(t, X) - c(t)> x 
for x E C*([O, 27~1) and satisfying the boundary conditions (1.3). 
ProoJ We already know by Lemmas 2 and 4 that 9(t?) is a non-empty 
subinterval of (r- , r,]. To prove that 9(e? is closed, let (a,) be a sequence 
in S(e3 which converges to d and let xk be a solution of (1.7) with e = t’k + z 
(k E n\l*). By the T-periodicity in x, we can assume without loss of 
generality that Zk E [0, T]. From (1.7), we see like in the proof of Lemma 3 
that & satisfies the fixed point equation 
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and that 
By the compactness of [0, T] and the Ascoli-Arzela theorem there is a 
subsequence pP) such that (,Tjj,) converges to some I E [0,27c] and (Zj,) 
converges in C ([0,2z]) to some 2. From (1.14) we get 













g(t, X + x’(t)) dt = 6. 
Consequently, x + .? is a solution of (1.7) with e = P + t? and 9(Z) is closed. 
Finally, as S!?(Z) = [d(C), D(q], there exists u E C*([O, 2711) and verifying 
(1.3) such that 
u” +f(u) u’ + g(t, u) -t?(l) = d(Z) 
for all t E [0, 27cj and hence, for x E C2([0, 2x1) and verifying (1.3), 
d(C) > d’ = i;f IEm$;X, (x” +f(x) x’ + g(t, x) - L;(t)). 
If d’ < d(C), then there will be d” with d’ < d” < d(C) and there will be a 
u E C*([O, 27~1) and satisfying (1.3) such that 
u” +f(v) II’ + g(t, v) - C(r) ,< d”. 
Consequently, u is an upper solution for the problem 
x” +f(x) x’ + g(t, x) = d” + c?(t), 
x(0) - x(2n) = x’(0) - x’(27c) = 0 
(1.15) 
which satisfies (1.3). On the other hand, 
u” +f(u) u’ + g(t, u) = d(C) + Z((t) > d” + Z(t), 
and hence u is a lower solution for (1.15) satisfying (1.3). By Lemma 1 and 
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classical results (see, e.g., [8]), (1.15) will have a solution, a contradiction 
with the definition of d(eT. The case of D(eT is treated similarly. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is the following 
COROLLARY 1. For every continuous and 2speriodic f: R + R, every 
a > 0 and every EE c”([O, 27~1) the set .%?(eT for the problem 
x” +f(x) x’ + a sin x = C + C(t) 
x(0) - x(2n) =x’(O) - x’(27r) = 0 
is a non-empty closed subinterval [d(.Q D(Z)] of I-a, a] with 
d(Z) = mjn m’oaX, (x” +f(x) x’ + a sin x - C(t)) 
D(E) = max lEn$:,l (x” +f(x) x’ + a sin x - Z(t)). 
x 
for x E C’([O, 2~1) and verifying (1.3). 
2. NORM CONDITIONS ON THE DISSIPATIVE TERM ENSURING THE 
EXISTENCE OF DISTINCT PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
FOR SOME PENDULUM-LIKE EQUATION 
We consider the problem 
x” +f(x) x’ + g(x) = e(t) 
x(0) - x(27c) =x’(O) - x’(27c) = 0 
P-1) 
where f and g are real continuous functions on R and e E L2(0, 27~). If (2.1) 
has a solution, then, integrating over (0,27r) and using the boundary 








e=27t CJ &(t)> dt, 
and hence 
where co denotes the convex closure. 
We now prove the following 
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THEOREM 2. Assume that the following conditions hold. 
(a) There exists c > 0 such that 
If (x)1 a c 
for every x E R. 
(b) There exist real numbers 




-fng(r+F(t))dt<A, &i 2n 
271 0 
g(s + F(t)) dt > B (2.3) 
0 
or 
-1 1 2n 
27c 0 
g(r+.W)dt>A, &j 2n g(s + y(t)) dt < B 
0 
for every y’ E C’([O, 27~1) having mean value zero, satisfying the boundary 
conditions in (2.1) and such that 
Then (2.1) has at least one solution if 
A<e<B. (2.4) 
ProoJ Let us consider, say, the case where (2.3) holds, the other one 
being similar. By classical arguments for which we refer to [ 131, it is 
suffkient to find an open bounded set R in C’([O, 27r]) such that, for each 
1 E 10, l[, the possible solutions of the problem (with E E IO, 1[ fixed) 
x” + Af (x) x’ + (1 - A)& (x - T) + kg(x) = Le(t) 
P-5) 
x(0) - x(271) = x’(0) - x’(2n) = 0 
satisfy x 65 80, and such that x” + BX = (e/2)(1 + s) has a 2rc-periodic 
solution in G. To construct Q, let A E 10, 1[ and let x be a possible solution 
of (2.5). Multiplying the equation by x’, integrating over (0,2n) and using 
the boundary conditions, we obtain 
! 
.*n 
o f(x(t))(x’(t))’ dt = j.2n E(t) x’(t) dt. 
0 
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As f is continuous and IfI does not vanish, this implies, by (2.2) and 
Schwarz inequality, 
so that, by a well-known inequality, 
On the other hand, integrating (2.5) over (0, 2n) we obtain 
(1 -A> 
But, using (2.6), (2.3) and (2.4), we get 
Now let 
If x is a solution of (2.5) lying in a, then 
71 142 c Ixl,~max(lrl,Isl)+~~= 
d- 
and hence from the equality 





+ (1 - A) E j.;x (x(t) - 71 x”(t) dt + ;1 j;n &x(t)) x”(t) dt 
= A 12= e(t) x”(t) dt, 
0 
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we deduce 
lx"12 < c 
/e'l,,fand g. where C depends only on c, r, s, 
Consequently, 
IX’ 





If x E aQ, then necessarily X = r or s and if x satisfies (2.5), either (2.8) or 
(2.9) holds so that (2.7) cannot hold. Thus (2.5) has no solution on afl when 
2 E 10, 1 [. For A = 1, if 
then 
x” + cx = c(r + s)/2 
x(O)-x(27r)=x'(O)-x'(27r)= 0, 
(2.10) 






F !f” (x’(t))* dt = 1;” (x”(t))* dt >l;X (x’(t))* dt, 
so that x’(t) = 0, and then 
r+s X=,f=- 2 EQ, 
and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that f satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, 
e E L*(O, 2n) and a > 0. Then, if 
c > fi 142, (2.11) 
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the problem 
x” +f(x) x’ + a sin x = e(t) 
x(0) - x(271) = x’(0) - x’(27c) = 0 
(2.12) 
has at least one solution x with 3 E [-7r/2,742] and one solution x with 
X E (71/2,3z/2] lj- 
(2.13) 
Proof: We first take r = -z/2, s = 7~12 in Theorem 1. Then, if 
FE C’([O, 27r]) is 2z-periodic, has mean value zero and is such that 
we have, by (2.11), 
and hence, using (2.13) 
Consequently, the first part of the result follows from Theorem 2 with 
. 
The second part is obtained by taking r = 7t/2, s = 3~12 and noticing that 
Remark 1. The above result shows, for the forced dissipative pendulum 
equation 
x” + cx’ + a sin x = e(t) = ti + g(t) (2.14) 
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that if e’ is given, then for each c with (c] > & Je”],, the set 9(1?) of the .G 
such that (2.14) has at least two 2x-periodic solutions contains the interval 
3. NORM-CONDITIONS ON THE FORCING TERM ENSURING 
THE EXISTENCE OF DISTINCT PERIODIC SOLUTIONS FOR 
SOME PENDULUM-LIKE EQUATIONS 
This section will be denoted to the study of the problem 
x” + h(t, x, x’) + g(t, x) = e(t) 
x(0) - x(271) =x’(O) - x’(27l) = 0 
(3.1) 
where h, g and e are real continuous functions on [0, 2n] X I?‘, [0, 27c] X R 
and [0,2n], respectively. We shall assume assume moreover that 
h(t, x, 0) = 0 (3.2) 
for every (t, x) E [0,2n] x R and that there exists some T > 0 such that 
g(t, x + T> = sk x> (3.3) 
for every (t, x) E [0,2?r] X R. 
We shall say that h in problem (3.1) satisfies a Nugumo-type condition on 
[r, s] if there exists a constant C > 0 such that for each A E [0, I] and each 
possible solution of 
x” + Ih(t, x, x’) + Ag(t, x) = kc(t) 
x(0) - x[27r] = x’(0) - x’(27c) = 0 
verifying r < x(t) < s (t E [0, 2n]), we have 
Ix’\, < c. 
Examples of admissible h are the following ones: 
(a) h depends only on x’ (see [ 121); 
(b) Jh(t, x, y)i < r(] y]) for (4 x,y) E [0, 2n] x [Y, s] X R where y is 
positive, continuous and such that 
(see, e.g., IS]). 
505/52/2-IO 
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We can now prove the following multiplicity result, which strengthens and 
generalizes an earlier existence result of Knobloch [9]. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that, besides the above conditions on h and g, there 
exist real numbers r, s with 0 < s - r < T, such that, for all t E [O, 2711, one 
has 
g(t, s> < 44 < g(t, r> (3.4) 
and that h satisfies a Nagumo-type condition on [r - T, s]. Then (3.1) has a 
least one solution. If strict inequalities hold in (3.4), then (3.1) has at least 
two solutions not direring by a multiple of T. 
ProoJ By (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), we have, for all integers k and 1, and all 
t E [O, 2x1, 
e(t) - g(t, r + kT) - h(t, r t kT, 0) = e(t) - g(t, r) < 0, 
e(t) i g(t, s t IT) - h(t, s + IT, 0) = e(t) - g(t, s) > 0, 
with strict inequalities if they hold in (3.4). Taking first k = I = 0, the 
existence of at least one solution x of (3.1) satisfying 
for t E [0, 27-c] follows from classical results (see, e.g., [8] and [ 121). Now, if 
we define 
dom L = {x E C’([O, 2n]) : x is of class C2, 
x(0) - x(27t) =x’(O) - x’(27r) = O}, 
L : dom L c C’([O, 2711) 3 C’([O, 2]), x-+x” 
N : C’( [0,27r]) + C”( [0,272]), x t+ e-d-, -4.)) - A(., XC.>, x’(.>>, 
L!k,l = {x E C’([O, 2711) : r t kT < x(t) < s t IT 
fort E [0,27c] and (~‘1~ < C) 
(k ,< l), where C is the constant given by the Nagumo condition, a slight 
modification of the proof of Theorem V.5 in [8] shows that when the strict 
inequalities hold in (3.4), the following coincidence degrees exist and have 
the corresponding values, where d, denotes the Brouwer degree (see, e.g., 
[13]) and 
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r : u 4 &I,:^  [e(t) - g(t, u>l dh 
D,(L -N, f&l) = d,(K lr, 4 0) = +l, 
D,(L-N,R -,,- ,)=d,(T,]r-T,s-T[,O)=+l, 
D,(L -N, K,,,) = d#, ]r - T, s[, 0) = +l. 
But 
and 
so that the excision property of degree [ 131 implies 
and hence 
D,(L -N, .n-,,,,\(a -,,, U fi,,,,)) = -1. 
Consequently, (3.1) has a solution x in D _ ,,O\(d- i, i U fiO,O), i.e., a solution 
such that Y - T < x(t) < s for all t E [0, 2711, X(T) > s - T for some 
r E [0, 27~1, and x(t’) ( r for some t’ E 10, 2x1. Consequently, this solution 
cannot differ from the one in O,,, by a multiple of T, and the proof is com- 
plete. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that h satisfies the assuptions above and a 
Nagumo-type condition on [-n/2,3n/2]. Then the problem (with a > 0) 
x” + h(t, x, x’) + a sin x = e(t) 
x(0) - x(2n) =x’(O) - x’(2n) = 0 
has at least two solutions not dlflering by a multiple of 277 if 
lel, < a 
and at least one solution if 
(elm = a. 
Proof It suffices to take g(t, x) = a sin x, T= 2n, r = 742, s = 3x12 in 
Theorem 3. 
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Remark 2. The above result shows, for the equation 
x” + cx’ + a sin x = e(t) = t? + Z(f) (3.5) 
that if E is given and if 
the set 9(q of the P for which (3.5) has a 27c-periodic solution contains the 
interval [].!?la, -a, a - ];],I. 
4. MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS OF CONSERVATIVE PENDULUM-LIKE 
EQUATION WITH PERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND 
FORCING TERM OF MEAN VALUE ZERO 
In this section we shall use variational methods to prove the existence of 
multiple solutions of the problem 
x” + g(x) = Z(t) 
x(0) - x(2n) =x’(O) - x’(2n) = 0, 
(4.1) 
where e”E c”([O, 2n]), g : R + R is continuous, 
dx + r> = g(x) 
for all x E R and some T > 0, and 
i 
T 
g(x) dx = 0. 
0 
Consequently, the potential G of g defined by 
G(x) = 1; g(s) ds 
is also T-periodic. If H is the (Sobolev) space of absolutely continuous real 
functions u on [0,27r] such that u(0) = u(2n) and U’ E L*(O, 27c), with the 
inner product 
(u, u), = i,;z [u(t) u(t) + u’(t) v’(t)] dt, 
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define the Cl-functional a, : H --* R by 
cdu> = ,,;z [U/2) u”(t) - G@(t)) + E(t) u(t)] dt 
so that 
VP(U) = jzn [(l/2) ii”(t) - G(U + C(t)) + e”(t) u’(t)] dt. 
0 
It has been proved in [ 181 (and independently in [6]) that, under the 
above assumptions, (4.1) has a solution x which minimizes 9 on H. We 
shortly recall the argument for completeness. For all u E H, we have, if 
r= maxx,[o,Tl lG@>L 
by the Wirtinger inequality so that o(u) -+ +ao if ]z$,, + co. If (uk) is a 
minimizing sequence for 9, it follows from the relation 
that we can assume without loss of generality that I, E [O, T]. By the coer- 
civity above, (zZ,J is bounded in H so that the same is true for (~4~). The 
result follows then from the weak lower semi-continuity of q. 
We shall show now that a multiplicity result holds in this situation. We 
denote by Dq the gradient of v, and by ( , ) the duality pairing between H 
and its dual H*. We shall show that a multiplicity result holds in this 
situation. We denote by Dy, the gradient of V. 
THEOREM 4. Under the above conditions, the problem (4.1) has at least 
two solutions which do not differ by a multiple of T. 
ProoJ If the solution x which minimizes o on H is not a strict local 
minimum, the result is proved. Thus we can assume now that x is a strict 
local minimum of cp and, to apply the Brizis-Coron-Nirenberg variant [4] 
of the Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz moutain pass lemma 121, we have to verify 
three conditions, which will ensure the existence of a critical value of v, 
different from p(x), and hence the result. 
(i) q satisfies the weak Palais-Smale condition (w-PS), i.e., if (u& is a 
sequence in H such that 
fPP(%J -+ c and 
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when k+ co, then c is a critical value of 9, i.e., there is a u such that 
9(u) = c and D9(u) = 0. 
Let J : H --) H* be the duality mapping. Then 
@P(U), u> = (Ju, v> - 12* [u(t) + g(W)> - E((t>] v(t) dl 
0 
for every u E H and v E H, and hence, if we define N : H + H* by 
(N(u), u> = j2n [u(t) + g(u(t>) - e’(t)] u(t) dt 
0 
for u,vEH, we have D9=J-Nand 
N(Q) -+ N(u) (4.3) 
in H* if uk --t u in H. Let now (uk) be such that (4.2) holds. Without loss of 
generality, the T-periodicity of 9 allows us to assume that tTk E [0, T]. On 
the other hand, 
so that, (9(Q) being bounded, the same is true for (Iu’l,12) and hence for 
1 zikIH, by Wirtinger’s inequality. Going if necessary to a subsequence, we can 
thus assume that uk + u in H. But then, by (4.3), N(u~) -+ N(u) in H* and, as 
D9(u,) = J(uk) - N(z+) + 0, we see that 
J(U -+ N(u) 
in H*. But then uk + u in H and (4.2) implies 
9(u) = c, D9(u) = 0, 
i.e., c is a critical value of 9. 
(ii) There exists reals R, p, with R > 0, p > 9(x) such that for all v with 
Iu-xI=R, we have 
As x is a strict local minimum, there exists R > 0 such that for all u #X 
such that 1 u - xIH < R, we have 9(v) > 9(x). Notice that the T-periodicity 
implies that R < 2nT. Let 
P= iif-R 9(u) > 9(x) = i;f9* 
H- 
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If p = q(x), there will exist a sequence (ok) with ] nk - x], = R and 1 qp(uk) -
q(x)] < l/k’. For each k, we can apply to cp Ekeland’s variational principle 
given in [ 7, Corollary 1 l] with E = l/k’. We obtain in this way the existence 
of wk such that 
dWk) < d”k) < dx> + l/k2 
t wk - UklH < Ilk (4.4) 
1 Ddwk)iH* < l/k (kE N*). 
By the reasoning of part (i), there will exist a subsequence (wj,) of (wk) and a 
WEH such that wj,-+w if k -+ 00. Consequently, vj,-+ w and 1 w-x], = R. 
But, by (4.4), q(w) < q(x), a contradiction. Thus p > V(X). 
(iii) There exists y such that I y - x/ > R and q(y) < p. If we take 
y=x+ T, then \y-xlH=2~T> R and rp(y)=(p(x) <p. 
By the variant of the mountain pass lemma, there exists a critical value 
c > p > o(x). The corresponding critical point will be a weak, and hence 
classical, solution of (4.1) which cannot differ from x by a multiple of T. 
COROLLARY 4. For every a > 0 and t?E c([O, 27r]), the problem 
x” + a sin x = e”(t) 
x(0) -x(271) =x’(O) - x’(2?7) = 0 
has at least two solutions not differing by a multiple of 271. 
Proof: g(x) = a sin x satisfies all the cnditions of the above theorem with 
T= 277. 
Remark 3. The multiplicity result is optimal because the only 27c- 
periodic solutions of 
x”+sinx=O 
are kz (k E Z). 
Remark 4. The condition 
I 
2n 
e”(t) dt = 0 
0 
is optimal without further restrictions on g because it is necessary and 
sufficient for the existence of a 2x-periodic solution for 
x” = f?(t). 
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Remark 5. The idea of the proof can be used to obtain the following 
abstract result: if a, : H-t R is a C’ functional such that 
(i) v, satisfies the Palais-Smale condition [16], i.e., (PS) (v)(u,J) 
bounded and Dv)(u,J * 0 if k -+ co imply the existence of a convergent subse- 
quence of (u,), 
(ii) c0 is a local strict minimum, 
(iii) c, < c0 is a local minimum, 
then v, has a critical value strictly greater than c,,. 
This generalizes Amann [l] and Berger and Berger [3]. 
Remark 6. It is to be noticed that the functional a, in Theorem 4 does 
not satisy the Palais-Smale condition. 
5. PROPERTIES OF THE RANGE OF CONSERVATIVE PENDULUM-LIKE 
OPERATORS WITH PERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Consider the problem 
x” + g(x) = P + C(l) 
x(0) - x(27c) = x’(0) - X’(27r) = 0 
(5.1) 
where e E R, e? E c”( [0, 27r]), g : R + R is continuous and T-periodic and has 
mean value zero. For each e”E c”([O, 2n]), let 9(eT be the set of P such that 
(5.1) has a solution. By combining Theorems 1 and 4, we know that 9(e3 is 
a closed interval, say, 
and that 
d(z) ,< 0 ,< D(z). 
Let 
-6 = {EE C([O, 27r]) : d(z) < 0) 
cYD = {i?E CZ([O, 27r]) : D(e) > 0). 
Notice that for g = 0, -Yd = 9, = 4. 
LEMMA 5. cYd and LVD are open in Q [ 0, 2x1). 
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Proof. If they are empty the result is proved. If not, let ?E C?([O, 27~1) be 
such that, say, d(G) < 0. By Theorem 1, 
min tEmOa;X, [24”(t) + g(u(t)) - c(t)] = d(Z) < 0 
u 
and hence, if h”E e( [0,2n]) with j c - 61, < -d(F)/2, we have for some 
u E C*([O, 27r]) and verifying (1.3) such that 
u”(f) + g@(t)) - K@(t) 
= d’(t) + g@(t)) - q(t) + h-(t) - i?(c) < d(Z)/2 < 0 
and thus d(K) < 0. 
With a further restriction on g, we now have a density result for ,Yd and 
<YD, and hence for their intersection 
.Y/- = (e”E c”((O,2n]) : d(z) * II(c) < 0). 
THEOREM 5. If g is of class C’ and fits zeros are isolated, then <Ydfd, c;“;, 
and .Y are dense in c( [0, 27~1). 
Proof: Consider, for definiteness, the case of <Pi. The zeros of g being 
isolated, we know that 0 E Li”d. Now, if S$ is not dense, there will exists 
LE c([O, 2771) and r > 0 such that, for all ZE c([O, 2x]) with ]5- K], < r, 
we have d(k?) = 0. By Theorem 4, there exists x E C’( [0, 27r]) verifying (1.3) 
and 
x” + g(x) = G(t) (5.2) 
and hence there will be some R > 0 such that if v E C’([O, 2711) with 
Iv-x\~~<R, then 
/u” + g(u) - 61, < r/2. 
If for some u E C2([0, 2;rr]) verifying (1.3) and ]v -xlcZ< R, some 
e”E c([O, 2711) and some E > 0 we have 
v” + g(v) = -& + e-(t), 
then 
I--F+d--h”l,=\v”+g(v)-ll,<r/2 
and, as Z - /i vanishes at one point t E [0,2n], 
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Consequently, 
Iif- RI, < l--E + f?- Kl, + E < r, 
so that we would have d(ey < 0 and ]c- $1, < r, a contradiction. Conse- 
quently, for all u E C’([O, 271]), with 1 v - xIc2 <R and satisfying (1.3), we 
have 
i ozm [v”(t) + g(v(t))] dt > 0. 









g/(x(t)) h(t) dt > 0. 
0 
Consequently, 
g’(m) = 0, t E [O, 27c]. 
But then g(x(.)) is constant, and hence, by taking the mean value of (5.2), 
g(x(.)) = 0. Thus, x is constant, and, by (5.2), h”= 0. But 0 E Yd so that 
d(K) < 0, a contradiction. The set Y, intersection of two open dense subsets, 
is therefore open and dense. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 5 is the following. 
COROLLARY 5. For problem 
x” + a sin x = @ + f?(t) 
x(0) - x(27c) = x’(0) - x’(27c) = 0, 
0 E Z(q = [Wj, WI], in which case there exist at least two solutions not 
d@ering from a multiple of 2n and the set 
9 = {ZE c”([O, 27r]) : d(C). D(C) < 0) 
is open and dense in e( [0,2n]). 
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